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�

�ouncil�Present:�

Brian�Gallagher,�Doedy�Reisler,��arl�O’Hara,�Garry�Fisher,�Harry�Oppenlander,�
�orraine�Webb,��rish��urtin,��ike��cDowell�

Observers�Present:�

�ynn�and�Helmut�Balzer��ot�167,�Janet��ot�192,�Judy��ot�196,��nita��ot�264,�Fran�
�ot�43,�Geoff��ot�21�

Garry�presented�a�letter�to�the�strata�council�(attached)�and�his�resignation.�

�.� Call��o�Order�
Brian�Gallagher,�President,�called�the�meeting�to�order�at�6:45�p.m.�

�.� Approval�of�Age�da�
�rish�requested�the�following�additions�to�the��genda�in�New�Business�

�� RDN��iaison�
�� �R����icense�
�� �ngineer�for�well�15�

�����:� �ike�
������:� Doedy�
�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�
�
�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�
�
3.� Approval�of�m����e�from�prev�o�s�S�ra�a�Co��c�l�mee���g�Apr�l��5,����9�
�����:� �rish�
������:� Brian�

�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�

�
�
�
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4.� Repor�s�
a.� Pol�c�es�a�d�Proced�res�

Nothing�to�report.�
b.� Des�g��Rev�ew�Comm���ee�

�.� Rob�has�resigned�from�Strata��ouncil.�Doedy�will�help�out�where�
needed.�Ongoing�DR��issues�include��nsurance�for�repairs�to�storage�
lockers.��here�is�a�new�application�for�a�fence,�to�which�Harry�will�
respond.�

��.� Gate�–�a�non-resident�has�applied�to�get�gate�code�as�he�works�up�
here�quite�often�for�construction.��rish�will�write�to�the�owner�to�say�
that�we�can’t�do�that.�Brian�will�modify�the�DR��application�to�
require�insurance�and�note�that�damage�to�common�property�is�the�
responsibility�of�the�contractor.�Brian�will�call�answering�service�with�
names�of�companies�entering.��rish�is�going�to�talk�to�the�answering�
service�to�not�let�just�anyone�in.��hey�need�names�and�reasons�for�
entering.�We�need�to�stop�letting�people�pass�through�the�gate�
behind�us�when�we�enter.��o�initiate�this�we�have�set�up�a�Gate�
�ommittee�with��ike,�Doedy,�Brian,�Harry�and��orraine.�

���.� Garbage�–�John��ross�is�requesting�another�dumpster,�we�will�
monitor�as�this�will�cost�money.��
PLEASE�DO�NOT�PUT�PLASTIC�FIL��IN�RECYCLING.�WASTE�
�ANAGE�ENT�WILL�NOT�E�PTY�THE�DU�PSTER�IF�THERE�ARE�
PLACTIC�BAGS�IN�IT.�

�v.� �nspections�and�maintenance�schedule�–�see�attached�road�work�and�
telecom�system.�

v.� Special�Projects�–�Doedy�will�discuss.�
�ommon�Water�System�–��here�was�no�response�from��im�regarding�
the�payment�for�completing�well�15.�We�will�get�an�engineer�to�look�
at�with�no�cost�for�a�quote.��hey�will�be�coming�in�the�next�week.�
Well�13�arsenic�report�is�down�considerable.�

v�.� �ommon�Water�System�–��here�was�no�response�from��im�Peligren�
regarding�completing�well�15�at�his�cost.�We�will�get�an�engineer�to�
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look�at�it�and�provide�a�quote.��here�is�no�charge�for�the�quote.��hey�
will�be�coming�in�the�next�week.�

c.� F��a�c�al��
�.� See�attached�statement.�Does�anyone�know�why�a�deposit�was�made�

to�4�star�waterworks?��he�previous�depreciation�report�may�not�be�
valid�as�contingency�should�be�40-50%�of�value�of�property�and�right�
now�it�is�at�10%.�

��.� Report�on�collection�decisions�and�directives�–���number�of�fines�
were�reversed.��rish�and�Doedy�will�do�an�audit�of�all�residents�to�see�
what�is�owing.�

���.� Special�projects�–�Road��aintenance�–�residents�will�donate�
equipment�for�this�project�at�cost.��hey�will�be�insured�and�work�will�
be�run�through�Doedy’s�husband’s�company�with�no�markup.�See�
attached�project�costs.��hey�will�gravel�and�grade�roads,�and�apply�
calcium�chloride.�We�will�purchase�extra�to�use�for�for�de-icing�later�
in�the�year.�We�will�need�storage�for�calcium�chloride�but�in�the�
meantime�Doedy�will�store�it�at�no�charge.�We�need�to�start�right�
away.�

�����:� �orraine�
������:� �rish�

�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�

Further�on�projects�we�need�to�finish�the�culvert�work,�get�ditches�
trimmed�when�no�longer�green,�and�repair�asphalt.�We�need�costs�
for�storage�units�to�be�repaired�to�code.�

�
Co��c�l�Task�L�s���

�mail�Brian�any�suggestions.�
�

5.� U�f���shed�B�s��ess�
a.� No��ce�of�C�v�l�Cla�m�S����–�Noel�Stephen�&�Judith��unkholm�–��rish�

reported�the�claim�was�amended�in�December.��ttached�is�a�copy�of�the�
lawyer’s�response.�No�recent�news.��n�the�unlikely�case�of�an�adverse�
judgement,�we�have�more�than�adequate�insurance�to�cover�it.�
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b.� �he�Owners��ist�is�still�a�work�in�progress.��rish�will�send�a�copy�to�the�
answering�service.�

c.� �elus�Optik��able��ine�–�rish’s�contact�will�try�to�get�us�a�start�date�for�
installing�their�services.�Shaw�will�only�come�if�we�install�new�poles�and�
lines�which�could�cost�up�to�a�million�dollars.�B��Hydro�is�coming�out�to�
meet��rish�to�see�about�using�their�poles.��ouncil�is�trying�to�have�
something�ready�by�the��G��this�fall.�

6.� New�B�s��ess�
a.� �here�is�a�leaky�s�orage������at��aylor�Walk,�Doedy’s�husband�will�take�a�

look.�
b.� S�g�age�req�es��for�Pady�Place�–�We�need�signs�all�over�so�Brian�and�

Doedy�will�meet�to�get�list�going.�
c.� Cl�cker�s�pply�–�20�clickers�need�to�be�reprogrammed�and�about�20�

working.�We�will�need�to�order�more.��andice�is�looking�after.�
d.� Abbey�Road�–��ike�has�arranged�an�assessment�and�quote.��quaparian�

will�do�assessment�which�we�need�to�start.�Next�is�a�land�survey�from�an�
engineer.�

�����:� �rish�
������:� Brian�

�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�
�

e.� CRT�appl�ca��o��–�We�will�do�a�survey�where�land�ends�at�lot�186.�Sims�
from��B�will�find�pins�and�if�we�win�case�we�will�be�repaid.�

�����:� �orraine�
������:� Brian�
�
� � ONE�OPPOSED�
f.� Edward�Jo�es�A��hor�za��o��le��er�–�new�signing�for�moving�investment�

funds�requires�2�signatures�from��ouncil.�
g.� RDN�l�a�so��–�person�to�act�as�conduit�as�complaint�from�resident�and�

complaint�from�RDN.��his�is�just�for�communication�there�is�no�power�
involved�as�it�is�not�up�to�us�to�enforce�their�bylaws.�

�����:� Doedy�
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������:� �ike�
� �� 3�IN�FAVOUR,�4�OPPOSED�
� � �OTION�DEFEATED�
�
�

h.� CRTC�l�ce�se�–�We�want�to�get�rid�of��R���license�as�it�isn’t�good�for�
anything.�

�����:� �rish�
������:� �arl�

�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�

�.� Well��5�was�discussed�in�reports.�
�

7.� Eve��s�
a.� �here�are�no�events�on�the�calendar.�

�
�.� Correspo�de�ce�

Harry�handed�in�his�resignation�letter�(attached)�
�rish�stated�we�vote�to�approve�all�correspondence�we�sent�out�last�month.�

�����:� �rish�
������:� Brian�

�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�

�ot�67�e-mail�re:�danger�trees.�
�
�ot�288�e-mail�re:��security�concern�about�suspicious�person�lurking�about.�
�
�ot�167�e-mails�re:�refundables�and�request�for�contracts.�
�
�ot�134�e-mail�re:�storage�unit�question.�
�
�ot�79�e-mails�re:�when�next��ouncil�meeting�is,�why�council�can't��
manage�a�meeting�in��ay�and�suggesting�a�fire�ban.�
�
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�ot�29�e-mail�with�letter�noting�disagreement�with/concerns�about:�no� 
emergency�preparedness�plan,�gates,�downed�trees,�lack�of�maintenance,�RDN� 
letter�being�posted�on�public�page�of�website,�previous�council�incompetence� 
driving�home�prices�down�and�providing�incorrect/incomplete�information�about� 
costs�of�bridge,�the��council�president�saying�owners�should�bear�costs�of�gate� 
remotes�and�mailbox�keys,�lack�of�emergency�generators�for�the�water�system,� 
lack�of�update�on�civil�claim,�strata�website�presenting�old�information�and�being� 
used�as�a�real�estate�marketing�tool�and�receipt�of�malicious�e-mails.�
�
�ot�147�e-mail�re:�fire�hazard�of�downed�trees�at��ittle��ualicum�River�Falls� 
Provincial�Park.�
�
�ot�228�e-mails�re:�one�of�the�recycling�bins�not�being�emptied�and�mess��
at�garbage�collection�area.�
�
�ot�277�e-mail�requesting�mailing�address�of�RDN�and�a�copy�of�the�RDN��
letter�of��pril�18,�2019.�
�
�ot�158�e-mail�offering�to�assist�with�emergency�preparedness�plan.�
�
�ot�270�e-mail�offering�to�be�RDN�Riparian��iaison.�
�
�ot�231�e-mail�noting�streets�missed�by�sweeper�and�mulch�still�awaiting�by��aylor� 
Walk�storage�units.�
�
�ot�217�e-mail�about��elus�not�providing�services�and�asking�about�other�internet� 
providers.�
�
�ot�177�e-mail�about�signage�at�Pady�Place/�bbey�Road.�
�
RDN�e-mail�requesting�on-site�review�of�ground�water�at�well�13.�
�
�ot�278�e-mail�about�water�leak.�
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�
�ot�165�e-mail�re:�meeting�agendas�noting�correspondence�and�bylaw�
enforcement�being�done�in�camera.�
�
�ot�267�e-mail�requesting�pot�hole�repair,�dust�control�and�'slow�down'�signs.�
�
Various�e-mails�were�received�regarding�strata�fee�invoicing�/�payment�issues,�
DR��applications�and�Form�B�(information�certificate)�requests.�
�
�R���pplication:�
�
�he�owner�of�lot�186�has�started�a��ivil�Resolution��ribunal�(�R�)��pplication�(S�-
2019-002971)�against�the�strata�corporation.��he�owner�is�asking�the��R��to�order�
the�strata�corporation�to�either;�(a)�purchase�his�lot�186�from�him�for�$92,000,�(b)�
give�him�exclusive�use�of�the�adjacent�common�property�so�he�can�put�an�RV�
there�and�rent�it�out�to�longer-term�tenants�to�use�as�a�residence,�or�(c)�do�a�lot�
line�adjustment�so�that�part�or�all�of�the�adjacent�common�property�becomes�part�
of�lot�186.�
�
�ameras��n�Recycle�Bins:�
�
Waste��anagement�has�confirmed�by�way�of�screen�shots,�that�the�cameras�in�
the�recycling�bins�only�capture�images�from�inside�the�bins.�NO�PLASTIC�BAGS�OF�
ANY�TYPE�are�allowed�in�the�recycling�bins.��When�the�camera�detects�a�bag,�the�
bin�is�not�emptied�until�the�plastic�bags�and�any�related�contamination�(ie:�
household�garbage)�has�been�removed�by�the�strata.��f�owners�use�plastic�bags�
for�collecting�and�transporting�their�recyclables,�they�must�dump�the�contents�of�
the�bag�into�the�bin�and�either�throw�the�plastic�bag�in�a�garbage�bin�or�take�it�
home�and�reuse�it.�
�
9.� Bylaws�

Discussion�held�in�camera�regarding�bylaw�infractions.�
�
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��.�Nex���ee���g�Da�e�
a.� Next�meeting�is�planned�for��onday�July�15,�2019�at�the��ighthouse�

�ommunity��entre�
�
��.�Adjo�r�me���–���:���p.m.�
�����:� �arl�
������:� Brian�
�
� � CARRIED�UNANI�OUSLY�
�

�

� � � � �
Brian�Gallagher,�President� � � Date�

�

� � � � �
�orraine�Webb,�Secretary� � � Date�

�

�
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April 30, 2019 
 
 
RE: Outside Plant Communications Distribution Infrastructure for Strata Corp. VIS 4673 
173 Country Road, Qualicum BC, V9K2S3 
 
 
Dear Trish, 
 
We are providing this letter to Strata Corp. VIS 4673 to sum up our opinion regarding the state of 
the outside plant communications cabling throughout the property. Please note that we are not 
engineers and do not assume expertise as such. FullyLinked is a diverse low voltage company 
and some of our services involve contract work for Telus and Shaw.  
 
After reviewing the property, evidence indicates that the current cabling is not up to today’s 
standards and needs to be replaced in the near future. In all my years working in the 
communications industry, I haven’t seen cabling installed like this. I observed outdoor rated multi 
pair cable buried directly in the earth without any protection such as conduit. Some of the cables 
have become exposed and damaged. There is even some cabling not buried and just running 
along the surface of the ground. Cable slices are laid in open bottom irrigation boxes and not the 
typical communications rated tubs. There are some aerial cables installed on undersized poles 
that service providers will likley refuse to use in the future. 
 
It is my understanding that Telus has given notice to say that they will no longer add new services 
using the current cabling. For this important reason, we recommend that the strata begin to 
inquire into pricing to replace the existing infrastructure. Additionally, traditional copper cabling 
does not have the data bandwidth to handle the latest high-speed internet packages offered by 
Telus. Telus is currently upgrading all their outside infrastructure to fiber optics so this would be a 
good time to replace and upgrade the strata’s infrastructure.  
 
One last consideration is that Telus has the exclusive distribution within the subdivision, so it 
would be advantageous to offer home owners the choice of service providers. As an extension to 
this point, I contacted Shaw Cable Systems, which has service at the property line, and they are 
willing to work with the strata to provide a cost to access their services within the community OR 
to provide a cost to distribute their services within the community.  
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Rick Chamberlin 
Owner/Director 

FullyLinked 
Systems Inc. 
2101 Bishops Gate 
Victoria, BC  
Canada V9B6R4 
Tel. (250) 590-6655 
rick@fullylinked.ca 

[C-1/1]
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NO. S-1611350 
VANCOUVER REGISTRY 

 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

 
BETWEEN: 
 

NOEL STEPHEN and JUDITH MUNKHOLM 
 

PLAINTIFFS 
 

AND: 
 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

AS THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE, 
CITY OF NANAIMO, REGIONAL DISTRICT OF NANAIMO, 

JOHN DOE GOVERNMENT ENTITY 1-3, 0528872 BC LTD., 0761349 BC LTD., 
TIMOTHY BRUCE PELIGREN, JOHN DOE CORP 1-10, JOHN DOE 1-5 

AND THE OWNERS STRATA PLAN VIS4673 
 

DEFENDANTS 
 

RESPONSE TO CIVIL CLAIM 
 
FILED BY: The Owners, Strata Plan VIS 4673 (“Little Qualicum”) 
 
Part 1: RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF CIVIL CLAIM FACTS 
 

Division 1 – Defendant’s Response to Facts 
 
1. The facts alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 11 of Part 1 of the Notice of Civil Claim 

are admitted. 

2. The facts alleged in paragraphs 19, 20, 32-34, 41 and 42 of Part 1 of the Notice of 

Civil Claim are denied. 

3. The facts alleged in paragraphs 3-10, 12-18, 21-31, and 35-40 of Part 1 of the 

Notice of Civil Claim are outside the knowledge of Little Qualicum. 

 
 

04-Apr-19

Vancouver [E-1/6]
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Division 2 – Defendant’s Version of Facts 
 

1. Little Qualicum denies each and every allegation contained in the Notice of Civil 

Claim except as expressly admitted herein, and puts the Plaintiffs to the strict proof 

thereof. 

2. For purposes of this Response to Civil Claim, Little Qualicum adopts the terms 

defined in the Notice of Civil Claim, except where otherwise noted. 

3. Little Qualicum admits that the Landslide occurred on or about December 10, 

2014, but does not know its cause and had no reason, at any material time, to expect 

that the Landslide would take place. 

4. The Hill is not common property of the Strata.  The Landslide did not take place 

on common property of the Strata or common property of the Strata. 

5. In response to the whole of the Notice of Civil Claim, Little Qualicum denies that 

it owed a duty of care to the Plaintiffs as alleged or at all. 

6. Little Qualicum specifically denies that the Plaintiffs have suffered any loss, 

damage, or expense as the result of any act or omission on its part, as alleged or at all, 

and puts the Plaintiffs to the strict proof thereof. 

7. In the alternative, if Little Qualicum owed a duty of care to the Plaintiffs, which 

is not admitted, but specifically denied, then it denies that it breached any such duty, as 

alleged or at all.  Little Qualicum says that: 

(a) it acted reasonably and appropriately in carrying out its obligations 

under the Strata Property Act and otherwise at law; and 

(b) no act or omission on its part caused or contributed to any loss, 

damage, or expense as pleaded or at all. 

[E-2/6]
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8. In further response to the whole of the Notice of Civil Claim, if any loss, damage 

or expense, as pleaded or at all, was caused or contributed to by a negligent or wrongful 

act or omission, then Little Qualicum pleads that such acts or omissions were those of 

others, including but not limited to the Plaintiffs, the other Defendants, and other 

parties unknown to Little Qualicum. 

Division 3 – Additional Facts 

9. In or about late 2013 or early 2014, the Plaintiffs carried out excavation work on 

lot�261�of�the�Strata�Property�(the�“Plaintiffs’�Lot”)�without�prior�notice�to�the�Strata. 

Part 2: RESPONSE TO RELIEF SOUGHT 
 
1. Little Qualicum opposes the granting of all of the relief sought in the Notice of 

Civil Claim. 

2. Little Qualicum submits that the action against it be dismissed with costs. 

Part 3: LEGAL BASIS 
 
1. In response to the whole of the Notice of Civil Claim, if the Plaintiffs suffered 

any loss, damage, or expense, as alleged or otherwise, which is denied, then no act, 

omission, negligence, breach of duty, or fault of Little Qualicum caused or contributed 

to any of the loss, damage, or expense alleged in the Notice of Civil Claim. 

 

2. Little Qualicum denies that it owed a duty to the Plaintiffs, as alleged or at all.  In 

the alternative, if Little Qualicum owed any duty of care to the Plaintiffs, statutory or 

otherwise, as alleged or at all, which is denied, then Little Qualicum denies that it 

breached its duty of care.  More specifically, and without restricting the generality of 

the foregoing, Little Qualicum had no right or obligation whatsoever to inspect or 

investigate the Hill. 
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3. In the further alternative, if Little Qualicum owed any duty of care to the 

Plaintiffs, as alleged or at all, which is denied, then Little Qualicum acted in a proper, 

reasonable, competent, and diligent manner at all times. 

 
4. If Little Qualicum owed�any�duty�to�the�Plaintiffs�regarding�the�Plaintiffs’�Lot,�as�

alleged or at all, which is denied, then Little Qualicum pleads that the Plaintiffs 

prevented it from fulfilling that duty by failing to give Little Qualicum notice of the 

Plaintiff’s�excavations�on�the�Plaintiffs’�Lot. 

 
5. If the Plaintiffs suffered any loss or damage, which is denied, then such loss or 

damage was caused wholly or in part by the negligence and breach of contract and 

breach of duty of others, including the other Defendants, and other parties who are not 

known to Little Qualicum.  Little Qualicum adopts, for purposes of this alternative 

pleading only, the matters alleged at paragraphs 27 through 32 of Part 1 of the Notice of 

Civil Claim as they may be framed against the other Defendants. 

 

6. If the House was damaged as alleged, and if the Plaintiffs have suffered loss and 

damage, as alleged, all of which is expressly denied, Little Qualicum pleads that such 

damage, loss and damages were caused or contributed to by breaches of duty of the 

other Defendants.  Little Qualicum adopts, for purposes of this alternative pleadings 

only, the matters alleged at paragraphs 33 and 34 of Part 1 of the Notice of Civil Claim 

as they may be framed against the other Defendants. 

 
7. If the Leased Premises were damaged as alleged, and if the Plaintiffs have 

suffered loss and damage, as alleged, all of which is expressly denied, Little Qualicum 

pleads that such damage, loss and damages were caused or contributed to by the 

Plaintiffs’�negligence,�including: 

 
(a) carrying out excavation works without taking reasonable steps to ensure 

that such works did not pose a risk of damage to the House; 

[E-4/6]
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(b) failing to have a geotechnical/slope stability assessment and/or 

geohazard assessment carried out by a qualified geotechnical professional 

engineer prior to the excavation; 

(c) failing to employ competent professionals in the design and completion of 

the excavation; and 

(d) such further and other particulars as become known to this Defendant. 

 

8. Little Qualicum pleads and relies on the provisions of the Negligence Act, R.S.B.C. 

1996, c.333, as amended. 

 

9. Little Qualicum pleads and relies on the provisions of the Strata Property Act, 

S.B.C. 1998, c.43, as amended. 

 
10. In further response to the whole of the Notice of Civil Claim, Little Qualicum 

denies that the Plaintiffs suffered any loss, damage, or expense as alleged or at all. 

 
11. In the alternative, if the Plaintiffs suffered any loss, damage, or expense as 

alleged or at all, then such amounts are not recoverable because: 

 
(a) The Plaintiffs have failed to mitigate such loss, damage, or expense; 

(b) The amounts incurred in respect of loss, or damage are excessive, 

unreasonable, and constitute betterment; and 

(c) The amounts claimed constitute pure economic loss. 

 
 
 

Defendant’s address for service: Dolden Wallace Folick LLP 
18th floor - 609 Granville St.  
Vancouver, BC  V7Y 1G5 

Fax number address for service (if any): 604-689-3777 

E-mail address for service (if any):  swallace@dolden.com  

Place of trial: Vancouver, BC 
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The address of the registry is: 651 Carnarvon Street 

New Westminster, BC   
 
 
 
Date:   4/Apr/2019      ______________________________ 

Jonathan J. Weisman 
Counsel for the Defendant 

The Owners, Strata Plan VIS 4673 
 
 

Rule 7-1(1) of the Supreme Court Civil Rules states: 

(1) Unless all parties of record consent or the court otherwise orders, each party of record to 
an action must, within 35 days after the end of the pleading period,  

(a) prepare a list of documents in Form 22 that lists 

(i) all documents that are or have been in the party’s�possession�or�control�and�
that could, if available, be used by any party at trial to prove or disprove a 
material fact, and  

(ii) all other documents to which the party intends to refer at trial, and 
(b) serve the list on all parties of record. 
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